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An﻿ influential﻿work﻿ for﻿ geo-tagging﻿web﻿documents﻿was﻿ presented﻿ in﻿ (Amitay,﻿ 2004).﻿The﻿
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TR-CoNLL﻿containing﻿946﻿documents﻿ (Leidner,﻿ 2006).﻿They﻿ reported﻿an﻿accuracy﻿of﻿79%﻿over﻿
manually﻿annotated﻿articles﻿from﻿the﻿data﻿set﻿for﻿geographic﻿resolution﻿as﻿well﻿as﻿an﻿accuracy﻿of﻿
71%﻿-﻿80%﻿over﻿manually﻿annotated﻿articles﻿for﻿toponym﻿resolution.










meet﻿ our﻿ requirements.﻿We﻿have﻿ found﻿ two﻿ such﻿APIs,﻿ namely,﻿CLAVIN﻿ (CLAVIN,﻿ 2016)﻿ and﻿
CLIFF﻿(CLIFF,﻿2016).﻿Between﻿these﻿two,﻿CLIFF﻿is﻿based﻿on﻿CLAVIN﻿and﻿has﻿extended﻿CLAVIN’s﻿
capability.﻿Moreover,﻿it﻿has﻿been﻿reported﻿to﻿achieve﻿better﻿performance﻿than﻿CLAVIN﻿in﻿(Ignazio,﻿
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Figure 1. Modelling contexts of a news
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Mathematically,﻿let﻿P ﻿denote﻿the﻿set﻿of﻿people,﻿ LN ﻿denote﻿the﻿set﻿of﻿aspatial﻿location﻿names,﻿
T ﻿denote﻿the﻿singleton﻿set﻿depicting﻿a﻿timestamp﻿and﻿O ﻿denote﻿the﻿set﻿of﻿organisations.﻿Then,﻿the﻿
context﻿of﻿a﻿news﻿can﻿be﻿defined﻿using﻿the﻿following﻿set:
INFO P LN T OCONTEXT = ∪ ∪ ∪ ﻿








country﻿ c C∈ .﻿We﻿define﻿the﻿set﻿of﻿all﻿roads﻿in﻿ city CITYc∈ ﻿of﻿a﻿country﻿ c ﻿with﻿ Rcity .﻿Each﻿
country﻿defines﻿its﻿own﻿format﻿of﻿a﻿postcode.﻿Without﻿specifying﻿what﻿that﻿format﻿is,﻿we﻿assume﻿that﻿
a﻿postcode﻿is﻿assigned﻿to﻿a﻿collection﻿of﻿one﻿or﻿more﻿roads﻿within﻿a﻿specific﻿city.﻿We﻿denote﻿the﻿set﻿
of﻿postcodes﻿with﻿PCcity ﻿for﻿city CITYc∈ .﻿To﻿relate﻿a﻿postcode﻿with﻿the﻿corresponding﻿roads,﻿we﻿
define﻿the﻿following﻿function.
Definition 2:﻿Let﻿ pcToRoads PC P Rcity city: → ( ) ﻿be﻿the﻿function﻿that﻿returns﻿the﻿set﻿of﻿roads﻿
which﻿are﻿part﻿of﻿that﻿postcode﻿in﻿ city CITYc∈ .
Inversely,﻿we﻿can﻿define﻿another﻿function﻿called,﻿ roadToPC ﻿which﻿given﻿an﻿input﻿of﻿a﻿road﻿
will﻿return﻿the﻿postcode﻿of﻿that﻿road.﻿Formally:
Definition 3:﻿Let﻿ roadToPC R PCcity city: → ﻿be﻿the﻿function﻿that﻿returns﻿the﻿postcode﻿of﻿that﻿
road﻿in﻿ city CITYc∈ .
For﻿example,﻿if﻿we﻿assume﻿that﻿the﻿postcode﻿ p PCcity∈ ﻿is﻿assigned﻿for﻿roads﻿ r1 ,﻿ r2 ﻿and﻿ r3 ﻿in﻿
the﻿ city CITYc∈ ,﻿then:
pcToRoads p r r r( ) = { }1 2 3, , ﻿
roadToPC r p roadToPC r p and roadToPC r p




of﻿ localities﻿within﻿a﻿city﻿as﻿ LOCcity .﻿Like﻿above,﻿we﻿define﻿the﻿following﻿functions﻿to﻿relate﻿a﻿
postcode﻿with﻿a﻿locality﻿within﻿a﻿city.
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Definition 4:﻿Let﻿locToPC LOC P PCcity city: ( )→ ﻿be﻿the﻿function﻿that﻿returns﻿the﻿set﻿of﻿postcodes﻿
which﻿are﻿part﻿of﻿that﻿locality﻿in﻿ city CITYc∈ .
Definition 5:﻿Let﻿ pcToLoc PC LOCcity city: → ﻿be﻿the﻿function﻿that﻿returns﻿the﻿locality﻿of﻿that﻿
postcode﻿in﻿ city CITYc∈ .
For﻿example,﻿if﻿we﻿assume﻿that﻿a﻿locality﻿loc LOCcity∈ ﻿consists﻿of﻿ p1 ,﻿ p2 ﻿and﻿ p3 ﻿postcodes﻿
in﻿ city CITYc∈ ,﻿then:
locToPC loc p p p( ) = { }1 2 3, , ﻿
pcToLoc p loc pcToLoc p loc and pcToLoc p loc
1 2 3( ) = ( ) = ( ) =,    ﻿
An﻿example﻿of﻿a﻿locality﻿in﻿London,﻿UK﻿is﻿Chelsea﻿consisting﻿of﻿several﻿postcodes﻿and﻿one﻿of﻿
its﻿postcodes﻿is﻿SW3﻿4UP.﻿It﻿may﻿happen﻿that﻿for﻿a﻿country﻿or﻿even﻿for﻿a﻿city﻿in﻿a﻿country﻿there﻿is﻿no﻿
defined﻿locality.﻿In﻿such﻿cases,﻿the﻿locality﻿set﻿for﻿that﻿city﻿ LOCcity( ) ﻿will﻿represent﻿an﻿empty﻿set.
Finally,﻿we﻿define﻿a﻿location﻿as﻿an﻿ordered﻿pair﻿consisting﻿of﻿a﻿road,﻿a﻿locality,﻿a﻿postcode,﻿a﻿city﻿
and﻿a﻿country.﻿Formally,﻿the﻿set﻿of﻿locations﻿for﻿a﻿city﻿ city CITYc∈ ﻿in﻿country﻿ c C∈ ﻿is﻿denoted﻿
as﻿ Lcity ﻿and﻿is﻿defined﻿as:
L r loc pc city ccity = ( ){ }, , , , ﻿
where:
r R loc LOC pc PC city CITY and c Ccity city city c∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈, , ,     ﻿
An﻿example﻿of﻿an﻿element﻿of﻿the﻿location﻿set﻿can﻿be﻿given﻿as﻿follows:
l r pcToLoc roadToPC r roadToPC r city c= ( )( ) ( )( )1 1 1, , , , ﻿
where﻿ l Lcity∈ ,﻿ roadToPC r1( ) ﻿ resolves﻿ the﻿ rode﻿ to﻿ the﻿ corresponding﻿ postcode﻿ and﻿







L L city CITY and L L c CC city c C= ∪ ∈ = ∪ ∈{ | } { | }  ﻿
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LAT ﻿and﻿the﻿set﻿of﻿longitudes﻿as﻿LON .﻿Formally,﻿a﻿geographic﻿coordinate﻿is﻿denoted﻿as﻿COORD ﻿
and﻿is﻿defined﻿as﻿an﻿ordered﻿pair﻿of﻿latitude﻿and﻿longitude:
COORD lat lan lat LAT and lon LON= ( ) ∈ ∈{ , | }  ﻿
We﻿denote﻿the﻿set﻿of﻿spatial﻿information﻿as﻿ INFOSPATIAL ﻿and﻿define﻿it﻿as﻿an﻿ordered﻿pair﻿of﻿
location﻿and﻿coordinates﻿in﻿the﻿following﻿way:
INFO Bcoord B L and coord COORDSPATIAL = ( ) ∈ ∈{ , | }  ﻿
Geocoding and Geo-Tagging Modelling
















Definition 7:﻿Let﻿geo tagging N C P INFOnews SPATIAL− × →: ( ) ﻿be﻿the﻿function﻿that,﻿given﻿the﻿
inputs﻿of﻿a﻿news﻿and﻿a﻿country,﻿returns﻿the﻿set﻿of﻿spatial﻿location﻿information﻿which﻿are﻿identified﻿
in﻿that﻿news﻿and﻿located﻿within﻿that﻿country.




different﻿atomic﻿sets﻿(P ,﻿LN ,﻿O ,﻿R ,﻿PC ﻿and﻿so﻿on)﻿and﻿combined﻿sets﻿( Lcity ,﻿ INFOCONTEXT ,﻿
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with﻿ its﻿ coordinates.﻿The﻿model﻿ also﻿consists﻿of﻿different﻿ functions﻿ that﻿define﻿ the﻿ inter-relation﻿
between﻿the﻿specified﻿sets﻿using﻿mathematical﻿functions.﻿Among﻿all﻿defined﻿functions,﻿geocoding ﻿
and﻿geo taggingnews− ﻿are﻿of﻿particular﻿interest.﻿The﻿geocoding ﻿function﻿illustrates﻿the﻿concept﻿
of﻿converting﻿a﻿context﻿into﻿a﻿spatial﻿locations﻿consisting﻿of﻿the﻿corresponding﻿coordinates.﻿On﻿the﻿
other﻿hand﻿the﻿ geo taggingnews− ﻿function﻿illustrates﻿the﻿concept﻿of﻿tagging﻿a﻿news﻿with﻿a﻿spatial﻿
information﻿and﻿provides﻿a﻿powerful﻿abstraction﻿that﻿hides﻿away﻿the﻿internal﻿geocoding﻿process.












Figure 2. Geo-tagging model
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The﻿ architecture﻿ of﻿ the﻿Geo-Tagger﻿ is﻿ illustrated﻿ in﻿Figure﻿ 3.﻿The﻿ application﻿ relies﻿ on﻿ the﻿
following﻿components:
•﻿ The﻿Stanford﻿Named﻿Entity﻿Recognizer﻿ (NER),﻿which﻿ is﻿used﻿ to﻿extract﻿named﻿entities﻿and﻿
aspatial﻿ location﻿ information﻿ such﻿ as﻿ locations,﻿ persons﻿ and﻿ organisations﻿within﻿ a﻿ news﻿





















Figure 3. Architecture of geo-tagger application
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The﻿ geo-tagging﻿ algorithm﻿ (Algorithm﻿ 1)﻿ essentially﻿ is﻿ an﻿ implementation﻿ of﻿ the﻿
geo taggingnews− ﻿function.﻿It﻿takes﻿a﻿news﻿ n N∈( ) ﻿and﻿a﻿bounding﻿box﻿of﻿a﻿country﻿(representing﻿
c C∈ ).﻿Internally,﻿it﻿exploits﻿the﻿contextual﻿information﻿extracted﻿from﻿named﻿entities﻿using﻿the﻿
Stanford﻿NER﻿ representing﻿ the﻿ INFOCONTEXT ﻿ set.﻿ At﻿ the﻿ first﻿ phase,﻿ all﻿ aspatial﻿ locations﻿












Input: a news story n N∈( ), input file (representing c C∈ )
Output: spatial locations identified in the news (a subset of INFOSPATIAL )
1:  → use Stanford NER to extract the set INFOCONTEXT( )  of named 
     entities within the news 
2:  → extract locations LN INFOCONTEXT⊆
3:loop for ln LN∈
4:     if ln  represents a city CITYc∈  then
5:          → utilise the Geocode.Farm API by passing ln  and c  
             and retrieve coordinates i INFOSPATIAL∈( )  of ln within c.
6:          → geotag n  with i
7:     else if ln∈LOCcity  or ln∈Rcity  (i.e. ln  representing a 
        locality or a road in a city) then
8:          → call ARA passing the location ln( )  and the named 
             entities INFOCONTEXT( )  as inputs and retrieve 
             coordinates i INFOSPATIAL∈( )
9:             if i null≠  then
10:                → geotag n  with i
11: end loop
12: → extract the set of organisations locations O INFOCONTEXT⊆
13: loop for o O∈
14:     →utilise the Geocode.Farm API by passing o  and c  and 
           retrieve coordinates i INFOSPATIAL∈( )  of o  within c
15:           if i null≠  then
16:               → geotag n  with i
17: end loop
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Algorithm﻿2.﻿Ambiguity﻿resolution﻿algorithm
Input: an aspatial location ln( ) , a news n N∈( ), named entities 
       from the news INFOCONTEXT( )  and a country c C∈
Output: a set of spatial locations i INFOSPATIAL⊆  containing either 
        one or multiple locations 
1:  → retrieve i INFOSPATIAL'⊆  the set of coordinates for ln  in c  
     using the Geocode.Farm API 
2:loop for i i∈ '
3:     if coordinates in i  belong to a city CITYc∈  then
4:          → return i  associating ln  with city
5:  else if coordinates in i  belong to different cities within 
     country c  then
6:          → extract city locations LN INFOCONTEXT⊆
7:              if only one city is found LN =( )1  then
8:                 → return i  associating ln  with city
9:              else if more than one match is found LN >( )1  then
10:                → match between cities extracted in ln  and i
11:                   if only a single match is found then
12:                      → return i  associating ln  with city
13:                   else if more than one match is found then
14:                      → determine the vicinity between ln  and 
                          the matched cities 
15:                      → choose city having the lowest vicinity score
16:                      → return i  associating ln  with city
17:                      → if more than one cities having the 
                          same vicinity score then
18:                         → store all cities in a list l1( )
19:             else if no city is found or list l1 exists then
20:                → extract O INFOCONTEXT⊆
21:                → retrieve locations for each organization 
                    using similar heuristic and return i  




Geocode.Farm﻿API.﻿If﻿the﻿location﻿( ln LN∈ ,﻿mainly﻿a﻿locality﻿or﻿a﻿street)﻿is﻿resolved﻿to﻿only﻿one﻿
city﻿having﻿the﻿coordinates﻿within﻿the﻿bounding﻿box,﻿the﻿location﻿is﻿associated﻿with﻿the﻿city﻿and﻿the﻿
news﻿is﻿geo-tagged﻿with﻿the﻿location﻿along﻿with﻿its﻿coordinates.﻿If﻿the﻿location﻿is﻿resolved﻿to﻿more﻿
than﻿one﻿ city,﻿ cities﻿ residing﻿within﻿ the﻿bounding﻿box﻿are﻿ selected.﻿Then,﻿ aspatial﻿ city﻿ locations﻿
LN INFOCONTEXT⊆( ) ﻿from﻿the﻿news﻿are﻿extracted﻿using﻿the﻿Stanford﻿NER.﻿Two﻿lists﻿of﻿cities﻿
are﻿matched.﻿If﻿only﻿one﻿match﻿is﻿found,﻿the﻿location﻿is﻿associated﻿with﻿the﻿matched﻿city.﻿If﻿more﻿
than﻿one﻿match﻿is﻿found,﻿this﻿means﻿that﻿the﻿location﻿may﻿reside﻿in﻿any﻿of﻿the﻿matched﻿cities.﻿In﻿the﻿
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T1:﻿ If﻿any﻿sort﻿of﻿ location﻿information﻿(i.e.﻿name﻿of﻿a﻿city,﻿country,﻿etc.)﻿relevant﻿ to﻿ the﻿news﻿is﻿
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Table 1. CLIFF vs. geo-tagger vs. user response
CLIFF Geo-Tagger User SD
T1:﻿Location 67% 93% 87% 14%
T2:﻿Street/Locality 15% 78% 48% 32%
Figure 4. Result plot for T1 and T2
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from﻿ the﻿ three﻿ independent﻿ groups﻿ (User﻿Responses,﻿Geo-Tagger﻿ and﻿CLIFF),﻿ in﻿ relation﻿ to﻿ the﻿
number﻿of﻿news﻿stories﻿having﻿location﻿information﻿in﻿them﻿(T1).﻿The﻿test﻿results﻿showed﻿significant﻿





critical﻿p﻿value﻿ α =( )0 05. ﻿by﻿the﻿number﻿of﻿comparisons﻿being﻿made﻿(i.e.﻿3).﻿The﻿post-hoc﻿test﻿
results﻿showed﻿significant﻿differences﻿between﻿all﻿pairs﻿ p <( )0 001. ,﻿except,﻿User﻿Responses﻿and﻿




l o c a t i on s ﻿ i n ﻿ t h em ﻿ (T2 ) . ﻿ The ﻿ t e s t ﻿ r e s u l t s ﻿ s howed ﻿ s i gn i f i c an t ﻿ d i f fe r ence s﻿
χ 2 233 20 2 0 001= = <( ). , , .df p .﻿A﻿Mann-Whitney﻿test﻿(post-hoc)﻿was﻿conducted﻿to﻿follow﻿
up﻿ the﻿ findings﻿by﻿applying﻿a﻿Bonferroni﻿ correction,﻿ to﻿ report﻿ all﻿ the﻿ effects﻿ at﻿ a﻿0.016﻿ level﻿of﻿











because﻿we﻿wanted﻿ to﻿ show﻿ the﻿city﻿ level﻿ scope﻿ for﻿ a﻿news﻿ to﻿help﻿ the﻿ subjects﻿ in﻿ identifying﻿
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Figure 5. Result plot for T3
Table 2. CLIFF vs. geo-tagger using RCV-1
Method Sample Size Accuracy
CLIFF 10,000 90%
Geo-Tagger 10,000 92%
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In﻿ future,﻿we﻿ plan﻿ to﻿ extend﻿ the﻿ evaluation﻿with﻿ a﻿ larger﻿ sample﻿ and﻿ subjects,﻿ once﻿ the﻿
approach﻿is﻿improved﻿and﻿then﻿to﻿conduct﻿an﻿experiment﻿with﻿independent﻿style﻿design.﻿At﻿the﻿
end,﻿we﻿aim﻿ to﻿ release﻿ the﻿data﻿set﻿containing﻿ locations﻿at﻿ the﻿granularity﻿of﻿ street/localities﻿
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